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1) Consider the reaction shown below, in which MgCl2 reacts with NaOH to produce

Mg(oH)z and NaCl.

MgClz (aq) + 2 NaoH (aq) -+ Mg(OHlz (s) + 2 NaCl (aq)

A sample initially contains 0.02 mole of MgCl2 and 0.03 mole of NaOH. The reaction

then proceeds until one of the reactants is completely consumed.

ldentify the limiting reagent and the amount of Mg(OH)2 produced.

MgClz; 0.01 mole

NaOH; 0.015 mole

MgClz; 0.02 mole

NaOH; 0.02 mole

2) The equation for the combustion of butane is shown below.

LcnH$(el+ LZ o,kl - I co,(e) * lOr,o(,)

Balance the reaction by adding stoichiometric coefficients to the equation. Then

calculate how many molecules of CO2 will be formed from the combustion of 0.0829 g

of butane, and select the correct answer below.

X 3.r14 x 1021 COz molecules

8.59 x 1o2o co2 molecules

1.16 x 102s COz molecules

2.15 x 1021 cO, molecules
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3) An atom is excited from its ground state by absorbing a photon. lt relaxes back to the
ground state by emitting two photons, an orange photon at 600 nm and an infrared one

at 1200 nm.

What is the wavelength of the absorbed photon?

O 9oo nm

O 18fi) nm

O 12oo nm

f, oon,n

O 600 nm
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5) Consider a single photon with wavelength l" frequency v and energy E.

What is the wavelen4h, frequency and energy of a beam of light containing 10o of

these photons?

O 1001,, 100 v and 100 E

O 0.01 I, 100 v and 100 E

O 0.01 ),, v and 100 E

f, r,vandroor

O o.o1 1., o.o1 v and o.o1 E

O 1oo l., 1oovand E
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4) A light beam with wavelength l=7oonm strikes a metal surface and causes emission of
electrons-

lf the same metal surface is struck by a light beam with wavelength l'=560nm, the

kinetic energy of the electrons emitted by the surface will be

X sr"",", bv 
" 

factor that depends on the metal's work function

O smaller by a factor that depends on the metal's work function

O the same

O smaller by a factor of 4/5

O greater by a factor of 5/4



5) Ethylene, CrHr, is a small molecule that can link end-to-end with other ethylene molecules

to form a chain. Structures are shown below for chains that result from linking n molecules of

ethylene together.
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[The difference between single bonds (-) and double bonds (:) is not important here. Nor is

the detailed connectivity between H and C atoms.l

i. Write a balanced reaction equation for this process.

2n1n

n Czdr\ C,nfr4n

ii. What is the mass of a chain with n = 10? Give your answer in units of g/mol.

izlo4
rnas( ,

Yt\oleu& i.i CzoHqo.

= 2*o i/w'*t2-oYtL3 r4otL3- Final Answer
moi vrtO i

z.80 c/mol

iti Balance the following reaction equation for the bonding of ethylene molecules to
formachainwithn=3.

Z c;Hn - t CuH,
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For the remaining parts of this question, consider a sample that initially contains 1 mole of

C2H* molecules. These molecules bond to one another in successive rounds, forming longer

and longer chains at each stage, as depicted in the tree diagram below.

CzHs C" H. CzH t CzH+

CrHa C. H.

CsHre

ln the first round, each C2H4 molecule bonds to another C2H* molecule to form chains

with n = 2.

c2H4 + CzH4 -+ C4Hs

This reaction goes to completion-

ln the second round, each n = 2 chain bonds to another 7r = 2 chain to form chains

with n = 4.

C4Hs + C4HB -) C8H16

This reaction goes to completion.

Subsequent rounds similarly convert all chains of lenBth /t to chains of length 2n.
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How many rounds of binding are required to form chains with n = 15? How many

moles of n = 16 chains are produced?

Which of the plots below correctly shows the mass of a chain molecule that is

present after each round of bonding? Mark the appropriate circle.
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After many rounds of bonding, only a single molecule remains. What is the mass of

this one remaining molecule?

The distance from the first carbon nucleus to the last is about:

Na SI*JCA ,^nt( 2 w'Bl 'Ct nucli h Qjl:^ff:A-L \-
{,truis crW.,r,'<4' Th^^'l , r"'e r'^nll hou'e ZNn tE' 

"'^"lt^
'L'zt ro

z4
Final Answer

vl .

v . When only a single molecule remains, how many carbon nuclei does it contain?

tf this last remaining molecule were pulled completely straight, as in the picture

below, how long would it be? For reference, the length of C-H and c-c bonds is

about 1A.

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHI i I'l rllllllllllH-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c- -III I ilrrrllllllHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
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7! The diagram below shows the allowed energy levels of a certain molecule, which include a

large number of states with energy between E = -Eo and E = 0. The state with highest

energy is labeled n.r*.

flnrax

n-3
) - 900nm

_ZLO n:2

-3Eo

-n: 

I

i. A transition frofi n = 2 toa = 1is accompanied byemissionof a photon with

wavelength tr =Q1OO n., as shown in the energy level diagram. Using this information,

calculate the value of Eo in units of kJ/mol.

ii. What wavelength of light would be absorbed in a transition from n = 2 to nmax?

E

0

Eo

O 3oo nm

A 45onm

O 750 nm

O 900 nm

O 18oo nm
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For the states shown above, what transition (or transitions) involves the largest change

in this molecule's energy, and by how much does its energy change? (Give answer in

units of Eo).

What is the shortest wavelength of light that can be absorbed by this molecule? All of

the energy levels shown should be considered as possible initial states.

fl= L +" hmax fat nt6a* *"Tt

AU,

*Y
3Eo

Sl4.edea* ? ,n*f
AE*., = 3Eo a

^fu 
+a AY

A nrin .. 1oo nru

3

3oo n^ Final Answer
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on the graph below, sketch the complete emission spectrum for this molecule over the

range of wavelengths shown. (Transitions that emit light outside this range do not need

to be considered.) Recall that the complete emission spectrum includes transitions from

all possible excited states.

You may assume that excited states between n = 3 and n*"* are so numerous that the

spectrum is very smooth.

emrsslon erruikM
br*w<t^ 4oo ,.r^

Aoo nn
&

400 500 600
.\/nm

Based on the spectrum you drew in part (v), describe the appearance of light emitted

(not reflected) by this substance as it undergoes all of its possible transitions.

it yf^ @{u'6

t,6uf c,o+€,tr il 4
^A Q.nnlkl

$yge&'^'^
vBilole
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8) Consider an electron with position r, in a l-dimensional potential 7(x). Panels (a), (b), (c)

and (d) of the figure below show 4 different wavefunctions rr(t) for this electron (solid lines),

alongside the potential y(r) (dashed lines).
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True or false: The kinetic energy of an electron described by the wavefunctions in

panels (a) and (c) is equal. Explain your answer in 1-2 sentences.

True or false: The potential energy of an electron described by the wavefunctions in

panels (a) and (b) is equal. Explain your answer in 1-2 sentences.

,l
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lrr* t h,cextl 
"ft

'vta,r<- l{^t Ul^rrt Urlt*'aEqt-

Fols, Co) ts

WDbila4l^\ ra [a)t min;u.ipd.

lD^^,*{ 11,,tu" (b) a4 W dxhb,\

is y,layirrwn Wh!/r- V(r) A
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C.) hoJ t'.c tv'W* 7r*nt41^1 fu*u* l+*.

"co^*er=A ah*ut" a vaha 7 O..{r'6rr. iJ

iii. Which wavefunction(s) has the highest probability of finding the electron at x 2 0 ?

iv. Which wavefunction(s) has the lowest toto, energy?

Which wavefunction(s) has the lowest kinetic energy?

(o) , (c) --- Gr^)r* cttwoln*<, ruo nadu
,Jrtdb^ is l{v sa*rrea^A {lu)r

lf the potential is removed (setting 7(r) = 0 at all x), which wavefunction(s) has the

highest kinetic energy?

td) 4 Nw4i r^ilrn + 
"6

{wdtJ
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